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BACKGROUND
In 2018 Global Ethical Finance Initiative (“GEFI”) initiated a 2-year programme of
collaboration between the United Nations Development Programme (“UNDP”) and
Scottish Government that aims to develop a financial structure that allows private capital
to be diverted into nature-based UN Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”) aligned
investments. Achieving the SDGs requires a US$5-7 trillion per annum investment and,
with an estimated US$2.4 trillion per annum shortfall, the private sector is key to filling this
funding gap. With only a fraction of worldwide invested assets aligned with the SDGs
this programme focuses upon two key pillars of activities: (1) market analysis; and (2)
developing a practical solution.
The ultimate aim of the programme is to develop and test a viable investment instrument
that allows global financial institutions to generate an acceptable financial return at the
same time as delivering additional positive social and / or environmental impact. This
report presents the findings of the market analysis that was completed by R.J. Fleming &
Co (“RJF”).
“Our goal in this partnership is to explore and test new ways of
channeling finance to focus on inclusive, nature-based, small
and medium enterprises. Inclusive investments target those
who have had difficulty gaining access to finance – small
farmers, fishers, forestry and eco-tourism enterprises. Naturebased investments achieve triple wins for people, planet and
prosperity.” Achim Steiner, Administrator, UNDP

INTRODUCTION
RJF has been assisting GEFI, which is working in partnership with the Scottish Government
and UNDP, to develop an analysis of:
1. The appetite amongst the investor community for supporting the SDGs;
2. The key challenges that investors face in this space; and
3. The main drivers for increasing such investment.
The programme seeks to identify specific investment structures that can facilitate greater
SDG-aligned investment and then to pilot the implementation of one or more of these
in cooperation with GEFI and UNDP. This report contains a summary of the key findings
and recommendations from a detailed analysis undertaken by RJF, assisted by GEFI, on
Mobilising Private Sector Capital in Support of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
performed during Autumn 2019.
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METHODOLOGY
Between April and September 2019, RJF
held close to 100 meetings with senior
representatives from a cross-section
of investment professionals across five
overarching categories:
Category

Institutional

Specialist

Development

Description
Asset managers, asset
owners, pension funds,
insurance companies,
banks, sovereign wealth
funds

therefore centred around Institutional
and Specialist investors, as the custodians
of the majority of global financial
assets owned or under management
(74 meetings, representing total assets
under management of over US$21.5
trillion). Regionally, the focus was largely
on Europe (51 meetings) and Asia (28
meetings), supplemented by a selection of
targeted conversations with US and Middle
East investors.
Investor meetings by region

8%

9%

29%

Private

Family offices, foundations,
charities

Corporate

Multi-nationals, SOEs, SMEs

55%
Europe

A set of questions was prepared that
covered three over-arching themes:
1. Awareness: What is your general
approach to sustainable investing?
Do you integrate any responsible or
sustainable investing principles into

41%

39%
Asia

Institutional

Middle East

Specialist

North America

Private
Corporation

The focus of the study was proportionate
to the pools of global capital and

INVESTOR QUESTIONS

5%

10%

5%

Impact funds, blended
finance funds, counsultants
Development finance
institutions, export credit
agencies

Investor meetings by type

Government

your investment decision making?
2. Challenges: What are the main
challenges that you see in relation to
sustainable investing and what would
help you allocate more capital
towards sustainable goals?
3. Products: What tools do you use or
are aware of that you believe can
best facilitate greater investment in
support of the UN SDGs?

GEFI ETHICAL FINANCE 2019 – FOCUS GROUP
From 8-10 October 2019, RJF participated in Ethical Finance 2019, the annual sustainable
finance conference hosted by GEFI in Edinburgh. RJF held a focus group with 28
specialists where it presented and discussed its findings in order to obtain feedback and
formulate next steps for implementing a pilot project.
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KEY FINDINGS – AWARENESS
High Appreciation of Issues, Mixed Levels of Commitment
Awareness of the SDGs, particularly in
relation to climate change, is very high
amongst the professional investment
community and its stakeholders.
Sustainability is rapidly moving from
being a niche topic, largely viewed as
a CSR function, to being a core driver of
investment strategies, and it has become
impossible to ignore sustainable factors
in the investment-making process. As
of the date of the report, investors with
US$82 trillion of assets under management
had signed up to the UN PRIs and made
public commitments to climate-related
and responsible investment. Further, retail
investors are increasingly applying pressure
on their fund managers to invest in a more
sustainable manner; and with US$30 trillion
of wealth transfer to millennials and Gen
Xers in the next 30 years, this pressure is
expected to increase.

The level of strategic and operational
focus on sustainable investing can be
broken down into the following broad
categories:

We observed a variety of approaches
to sustainable investing, ranging from a
basic application of ESG criteria in the
investment process to full integration
of the SDGs into the business model. In
the public markets, the vast majority of
Institutional investors interviewed view
sustainable investing as being critical to
their long-term strategies, and there is a
significant amount of work being done by
many investors to determine the best way
to address the SDGs without straying from
their underlying investment mandates. In
the private markets, there is more variation
in approaches from a more diverse group
of players, ranging from conventional
private equity strategies targeting market
rate returns to government grants and
philanthropic donations (and a lot in
between).

The focus of this study was on Core
and Priority investors (51% and 26%
respectively).
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Integration

Core

Priority

Developing
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Parameters
Strategy built around
sustainable investment
principles
Centralised sustainable
investment strategy and
approach
No centralised sustainable
investment strategy but
principles applied to
certain products and
strategies

• Significant investment going
into renewable energy (world’s
largest manufacturer of solar
panels) and other sustainable
infrastructure and technology
projects (carbon capture)
• General awareness of
sustainable investment
growing, especially via social
media
• Government publicly
committed to reducing air
pollution and making China
greener but also continued
expansion of coal fired power
stations

MIDDLE EAST

ASIA (EX CHINA)

• Mixed level of SDG awareness
but gradually increasing
• Growing number of regional
banks no longer lending to
fossil fuels
• High level of interest in impact
investing from family offices
but resistance from older
generations
• Serious governance issues still
to be addressed

• Social and other sustainable
investing typically done
through traditional family and
community structures
• Perception that Islamic finance
is sufficient
• Governments increasingly
providing conducive
messaging and need to ensure
substantive practical action

UNITED STATES

EUROPE

• At the forefront of ESG and
SDG-related financing
• Global centre for innovation
of investment in sustainable
development products
• Strong government support for
SDGs and related investments

CHINA

Material regional variations in awareness
of the SDGs were observed, which
included:

• High profile support for the
SDGs from some influential US
institutions, but sustainability not
yet a priority for many financial
investors
• Divided opinion on the
fundamental premise of
climate change, including
at the highest levels of
government, holding back
progress and investment
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KEY FINDINGS – CHALLENGES
Bridging the Gap Between Investor Demand And Fiduciary Obligations

Seven key hurdles to greater sustainable investing were raised consistently by investors:

• Institutional investors have a fiduciary

RISK & RETURN

duty to preserve capital and maximise risk
adjusted returns; they are unwilling and
typically unable to sacrifice financial returns
in return for supporting the SDGs.
• Perceived need for a revision of
fundamental charter, social contract and
legal obligation between the underlying
asset owners and managers and financial
institutions to include an acceptable
evaluation of sustainability.

“We need to
change the
perception that
sustainable
investing means
sacrificing returns”

• Large Institutional investors typically deploy

£
SCALE

tens and hundreds of millions of dollars at a
time, which is a challenge in the sustainable
investment market, where many of the
products are sub-scale.
• Scale is less of an issue for Specialist and
Private investors, although some, particularly
the traditional private equity managers with
new dedicated impact funds, report that
available projects are still too small.

“We would
happily invest
more into impact
funds but they
are usually too
small.”

• ESG ratings are inherently subjective, and

RATINGS
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there is very little correlation between the
ratings of different agencies, leading most
sophisticated investors (with the necessary
resources) to have to undertake their
own independent analysis of sustainability
factors.
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“We can’t rely
on any single
ESG rating
agency.”

• There is a lack of standard measurement

£
MEASUREMENT
& REPORTING

and reporting standards for sustainable
investing.
• Inconsistencies in how information is
presented and what is included are
confusing to investors and make like-forlike comparisons almost impossible; the
issue is exacerbated by the plethora of
overlapping terminology in the industry.
• There are several initiatives underway to
simplify and standardise the market, but
until they come to widespread adoption,
the lack of a common language remains a
significant impediment to attracting capital
to support the SDGs.

“We are all
measuring
with different
bits of string”

• Many existing sustainable products in both

£
LIQUIDITY

the public and private markets lack liquidity
due to a supply / demand imbalance and
restrictions on what investors can and can’t
hold under their investment mandates.
• Private market investors also still prefer not to
be tied into any one investment for too long
a period and must operate according to
strict investment criteria.

“There is still
a limited
secondary
market
for green
bonds.”

• Money alone cannot solve the issues
highlighted by the SDGs.

• Public sector support, whether through

GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT

policy, regulation or otherwise is critical to
shaping the investment climate in markets
where funding is required.
• Government-backed funds also need to
work more collaboratively with the private
sector; there is too much money chasing
too few opportunities.

“Why
are DFIs
competing
with the
private
sector?”

• Greenwashing, or overstating the

GREENWASHING

environmental benefits of the use of
proceeds of a sustainable financing
instrument, is widespread.
• It is particularly prevalent amongst many
large corporates and institutions seeking to
present a “green” or “socially responsible”
face to stakeholders.
• Many investors are wary, even cynical, of
products and initiatives that are labelled as
sustainable

“We are very
cautious
about
what funds
define as
sustainable.”
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KEY FINDINGS – PRODUCTS
Growing Product Range but Varying Degree of Impact
The availability of sustainable investment
products is at an all-time high and is
growing rapidly, but there is a gap
between product availability and tangible
contribution to the SDGs. RJF discussed
with investors the variety of products
available to them today and what they
view as being the most and least effective
at attracting substantial amounts of
private sector capital in support of the
SDGs.
A number of investors stressed that one
of the keys to attracting funding is to
make sustainable products look and
feel as much like conventional products
as possible. Many fund managers are
unwilling to take the time to learn about
products that are outside their core
area of expertise, nor to take a risk on
something that is not familiar to them. For
example, blended finance structures are
still considered to be “too hard” for many
investors, as they don’t fit into any of their
existing product buckets.

Many of the most innovative products
in the market are still viewed as being
too niche and esoteric for mainstream
Institutional investors, limiting the level
of funding that they are able to attract
(e.g. only US$370 million of Pay for
Success bonds have been issued since
2010). On the other hand, products such
as green bonds and green loans (and
derivatives thereof) are growing strongly
and delivering increasing amounts of new
funding to sustainable initiatives (Climate
Bonds Initiative reports that US$231.2 billion
of truly green bonds were issued in 2019).

The table below contains a selection
of the main products available in the
market today, but it is not meant to be
exhaustive (especially as new products
are being launched regularly). The table
indicates which products are available
in the public markets, which are private
and which can be either public or private.
It also shows which products can deliver
incremental new funding to projects and
businesses rather than simply enabling the
purchase of existing traded securities (this
was highlighted by several investors as an
important distinction).
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Products

Summary

Public

Private

New
capital*

Passive investment
fund

Passive equity / fixed income fund linked
to ESG indices







Active investment
fund

Active equity / fixed income fund based
on ESG criteria













Sustainable bonds,
including:

- Green bond

Proceeds go to combat climate change







- Green sukuk

Sharia-compliant green bond







- Green securiti-

Green bond backed by specific group of
assets







- Blue bond

Proceeds go to ocean-related projects







- Sustainability

Proceeds go to environmental and social
projects







- SDG bond

Use of proceeds linked to one or more of
the SDGs







- Social bond

Proceeds go to social projects







- Forests bond

Choice between a cash or carbon-credit
coupon







Impact fund

Impact-focused private equity fund







Blended finance fund

Fund with mix of LPs with different risk /
return appetite







Blended finance
structure

Project financed by investors with different
risk / return appetite







Sustainable listed trust

Listed fund for investment into private
impact projects







Green loan

Bank loan used to fund certified green
activities







Sustainability-linked
loan

Bank loan with pricing linked certified sustainable targets







Pay for success

Investors repaid by outcome funders upon
achievement of outcomes







Carbon credits

Tradeable certificates allowing the holder
to issue 1 tonne of CO2







P2P sustainable lending

Online platform for impact project loans
from retail investors







Microfinance

Small loans to business owners, primarily in
the developing world







sation bond

linked bond

(IFC)

*Some of these products, e.g. bonds and carbon credits, can be traded in the secondary
market, in which case no new capital is raised
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CALL TO ACTION
Business-as-usual in the global financial services sector will not deliver the 2030 target date
to achieve the SDGs. In order to protect our future a step-change in private investment is
required.
Having engaged directly with financial institutions from across the globe we have now
identified the core challenges inhibiting the flow of private sector capital in support of the
SDGs. Based on a detailed analysis of the feedback received from finance practitioners
an impact/sustainable fund-of-funds has been identified as the optimal solution that can
provide the required scale for large investors and new capital for private equity fund
managers. A fund-of-funds solution would assess fund managers on the ground to score,
rate and provide active oversight of qualifying funds that would be aggregated to meet
the demands of large scale institutional investors who otherwise would not deploy in
this space due to the additional technicalities associated with ESG and climate ratings/
parameters.
The next phase of the programme is to conduct detailed due diligence on the proposed
solution towards creating a pilot. We invite all stakeholders (including fund managers and
asset owners) interested in enhancing finance for the SDGs who wish to join UNDP and
GEFI in this initiative to get involved in the pilot development phase. To participate please
contact info@globalethicalfinance.org
With the 26th session of the Conference of the Parties (“COP”), organised by the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, taking place in Glasgow, Scotland in
November 2020 our aim is to develop, test and together with our partners announce the
fund of fund solution at COP26. www.pathtocop26.com
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ABOUT

Healthy ecosystems are at the heart of development, underpinning societal well-being
and economic growth. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), through its
work in nearly 170 countries and territories, creates nature-friendly solutions that balance
two imperatives: secure, restore and sustainably manage natural resources, while also
protecting the environment that enables human life to flourish. www.undp.org

The Global Ethical Finance Initiative (GEFI) is not for profit advocacy and advisory body
which organises and coordinates a series of programmes to promote finance for positive
change.
Along with delivering practical projects, GEFI annually hosts in Edinburgh the premier
ethical finance summit. This faciliates a holistic conversation among the world’s foremost
business, political, civic and social leaders to network, share and co-develop a fairer,
more sustainable financial system. www.globalethicalfinance.org

R.J. Fleming & Co. is a boutique investment banking advisory group that acts as a trusted
and independent adviser to principals of prominent families, corporates and sovereign
entities on financial, corporate and strategic matters.
The firm is led by Mr. Roderick J. Fleming (former Chairman of Robert Fleming/ Jardine
Fleming and Fleming Family & Partners) and is governed by an esteemed group of
respected industry professionals. The Fleming family have a rich 140-year history as one
of the oldest and most distinguished in British and Asian merchant banking history, having
advised generations of families, pioneered financial products, executed landmark market
transactions and helped establish some of the world’s most premier sovereign institutions.
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DISCLOSURES
This material is intended to provide an indication of industry activity and observations
only and does not reflect the opinions of GEFI or RJ Fleming or purport to be exhaustive.
The information contained herein has been obtained in good faith directly and indirectly
from third party public and proprietary sources and has not been independently verified
by GEFI or RJ Fleming. Consequently, neither GEFI nor RJ Fleming provide any guarantee
of the ultimate accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and shall
assume no responsibility for any decisions made, actions taken or damages arising directly
or indirectly as a result of any decisions or actions taken based on the information drawn
from this material. This material does not constitute (i) any offer or solicitation to buy or
sell any security or other financial instrument or asset or to participate in any investment
strategy (ii) a recommendation to enter into any business activity with any person. All
rights relating to this material are reserved by GEFI and RJ Fleming and no part of this
material may be reproduced, copied, or distributed in any form without prior written
consent from GEFI and RJ Fleming.

CONTACT DETAILS
info@globalethicalfinance.org
www.globalethicalfinance.org
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